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Even though the school children think Gus the dinosaur bus is a great way to get to school, his size is causing traffic problems for the
principle and the town.
In this playful and charmingly illustrated Classic Board Book, Bear has so much to give thanks for! What better way for Bear to say thanks
than over a nice, big dinner? Bear decides to throw a feast! One by one, Bear’s friends show up with different platters of delicious food to
share. There’s just one problem: Bear’s cupboards are bare! What is he to do?
This Bus coloring book is designed for kids who love Buses. 49 unique pictures, 100 pages of coloring fun. What makes this coloring book
different from others: Big simple pictures perfect for beginners Drawings designed so it's easy to stay inside the lines Thick outlines and large
areas to color Coloring is fun for kids and has lots of benefits including: Improves fine motor skills Prepares children for school Contributes to
better handwriting Color awareness and recognition Improves focus and hand eye coordination Hope your child likes this book!
Choose your favourite vehicle and LET'S GO! Join all the busy animals as they zoom around in every kind of vehicle you can imagine,
vibrantly illustrated by the talented Katie Abey. Is that a cheeky monkey flying a plane? And did I see a llama riding a scooter? And there's a
whole pack of animals catching that bus. All the animals are on the move in their favourite vehicles, zipping by in their own hilarious way.
Travel across airports, race through city streets in fire engines and drive around building sites. Wherever you're going today ... tell us how it
should be done! We Catch the Bus invites children to choose their favourite vehicles and how they like to travel over 12 spreads, packed with
animals driving cars, buses, diggers, spacecraft, bikes, ships, scooters and more. With interactive speech bubbles and hilarious shout outs,
this hilarious follow-up to We Wear Pants and We Eat Bananas is perfect for fans of You Choose and Just Imagine and kids who love to be
on the move.
Uses vehicles as examples of many different colors.
Hop, hop, hop, STOP! Are you ready to climb aboard the Bunny Bus? Up one hill. Down another. Come join the eager troop of animal friends
as they bounce along to the Easter Parade. A picture book perfect for those who love cute animals and vehicles—ideal for springtime and
Easter.
Few words are needed in this inventive and fun transportation adventure that shows very young children that trying something a little different
can be a lot of fun. Full color.
About this book: ? 40 full pages drawings of Buses ? 8.5 x 11 inch pages! (Perfect size to frame) ? Easily color with crayons, colored pencils
or colored pens. ? Single-sided pages for no bleed through, easy-to-remove pages. ? Beautiful designs. ? High-resolution printing. ? Unique
designs, no repeats ? Printed on high-quality, bright white, 60 lb stock ? Durable matty cover ? High-quality book Put a SMILE on your face!
Scroll up and BUY NOW! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ?If it's not love at first sight with your Bus coloring book, return it to us (unused of
course) for a 100% money back no questions asked refund.

This Bus coloring book is designed for young children who love Buses. 40 unique pictures, 80 pages of coloring fun.
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What makes this coloring book different from others: - Big simple pictures perfect for beginners - Drawings designed so
it's easy to stay inside the lines - Thick outlines and large areas to color - No movie or cartoon characters Coloring is fun
for kids and has lots of benefits including: -Improves fine motor skills -Prepares children for school -Contributes to better
handwriting -Color awareness and recognition -Improves focus and hand eye coordination Hope your child likes this
book!
Presents lyrics to the well-known song, interspersed with additional verses about babies.
In rhyming text, an exuberant cast of kids express their travel preferences while ultimately agreeing that the bus is the
best ride of all because it's designed for everyone to share.
Did you know that the NEOPLAN Jumbocruiser, an articulated double-decker coach, is the world's largest bus? Did you
know that there are specialized buses that transport passengers for sightseeing tours over snow or ice? More trivia and
fascinating information about buses are featured in this book especially made for young learners. Over ninety buses from
luxury coach to buses that ply the streets, from classic buses to the newest ones, different brands, and more are
presented in this book. Each bus comes with its beautiful picture and easy to understand fun fact to fuel your child's
fascination with buses. It is truly great book for children to enjoy with the family.
Imagine being one of twenty children, ages seven to fourteen, stranded in a makeshift school bus for thirty-three hours
during the worst blizzard to hit Colorado in over fifty years. The gripping narrative of "Children of the Storm" leads you
through this haunting experience. The morning of March 26, 1931 began with sixty-degree weather and students
excitedly running to board Carl Miller's bus for their routine ride to Pleasant Hill School. By the time they arrived at the
schoolhouses, it was dark, windy, and cold---obvious signs of a spring snowstorm. Soon after, following the teahers'
orders to drive the children to a nearby home for safety, Miller lost his sense of direction in the ensuing whiteout and
lodged the bus in a ditch. When rescuers found the survivors a day and a half later, the blizzard had taken its deadly toll.
The media avidly pursued the story, and the children became national and international celebrities. Ariana Harner and
Clarkk Secrest have written the first comprehensive account of the tragedy, culling details from interviews, newspaper
clippings, and archival documents. This is a tale of media exploitation, false heroism, lifelong heartbreak, and hard-won
survival.
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he gives the reader just one
instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon tries every trick in the book to get in that driving
seat: he whines, wheedles, fibs and flatters. Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original
and funny picture book demands audience participation!
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Before the wheels of these buses go round and round, you need to color them first! Coloring is an exciting activity that
would keep your child focused for hours. The use of buses as theme encourages children to actually complete the entire
book. Constant exposure leads to higher levels of confidence, color recognition, patience, relaxation and focus too. Buy a
copy now!
An interactive board book that lends a new twist to "Wheels on the Bus"! The feelings on the bus go 'round and 'round,
All 'round the town. Take a turn on this busy city bus to discover what everyone is feeling. Spin the wheel to match the
feeling to the scene, then sing along with the familiar song in this creative introduction to emotions. A fun, updated take
on the classic children's song, this novelty board book shaped like a stylishly modern bus will have kids acting and
singing along—and reflecting on their own varied emotions. • A cute and clever intro to emotions for babies and toddlers •
Classic sing-a-long for parents and children • Unique shape and interactive features help engage young readers A
classic read-aloud sing-along book for young fans of such books as My Fun School Bus, Tonka: Fire Trucks!, and The
Little School Bus. This charming sing-able, read-able board book helps children identify emotions, a key early childhood
developmental milestone. • Read-aloud books for ages 0–3 • School bus books • Bus shaped book
There's a funny blue bus going to the zoo today. The passengers are all very special animals, and the bus is filling up fast! Will it even reach the zoo? Jump on board and see what happens to the Red Panda, the Blue-footed Booby, the
Red-tailed Boa Constrictor and all the others along the way.
Brilliantly rendered drawings show the everyday events that make cities come alive. A simple text details the bus's path
and riders, while a subtext challenges children to find a variety of objects and people. Gomi's pictures are beautifully
composed, and will appeal to children for their simplicity and to adults for their strong graphics.
One of the gargoyles is missing from the Bailey City Library, and the new bus driver looks exactly like the missing one!
An assortment of animals, including a goat in a coat, a quick chick, and a hairy bear, ride the bus to and from school.
In rhyming text, a school bus describes its busy day transporting children to and from school.
It’s the first day of school! But is Busy Bus ready? Find out in this darling picture book that showcases the excitement
and worries little ones experience as they prepare for their first day. Today is the very first day of school! Busy Bus is
excited, but he also has some first-day jitters. Will the children like him? Will he be homesick? What if he gets lost?!
Luckily, bus driver Ben knows just what to do to make sure that the school year gets off to a great start.
Different animals--including seals, tigers, geese, rabbits, monkeys, and more--make their own sounds as they ride all
around the town on a bus.
Now in a board book format. A happy little school bus and Driver Bob wake up early to pick up children, drop them off at
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school, then head to the garage for some minor repairs. Full color.
The wheels on the bus go round and round on the way to the watering hole. But who's on the bus? A lion roars, flamingos flap, and a hyena
laughs a big ha-ho-hee as they travel on the bus with their animal friends. Don't forget to watch out for the crocodile too, whose jaws go snap!
Together, a simple trip becomes a raucous adventure that young readers can sing and move along with at any story hour, family reading
time, or energy-filled morning. Jane Cabrera's Story Time celebrates children's best-loved read along nursery rhymes and songs. These
interactive favorites are given a new twist by award-winning artist Jane Cabrera and feature her bold, bright, kid-friendly illustrations. Other
titles in the series include Ten in the Bed, Old Mother Hubbard, and Old MacDonald Had a Farm.
What is large (or small), bright yellow, and filled with students? School Bus! Climb aboard and let Donald Crews take you to school -- and
home again.
A romping, riotous read-aloud from best-selling author Philip Ardagh and award-winning illustrator Ben Mantle Bunnies on the bus! Bunnies
on the bus! No wonder there's a fuss about the bunnies on the bus! There are bunnies on the bus, and they're causing mayhem in Sunny
Town! Watch as they whiz past the bus stop, fly by the swings, and zoom over the crosswalk -- these bunnies aren't stopping for anyone.
They finally reach the station, but where are they hopping off to now? Uh-oh . . . Acclaimed author Philip Ardagh's rhyming, high-energy text
and "Bunnies on the bus!" refrain is ideal for library or classroom read-alouds, and Ben Mantle's colorful illustrations are chock-full of zany
details perfect for repeat reads.
An illustrated adaptation of the bestselling business fable, The Energy Bus, teaches children the benefits of staying positive In this illustrated
adaptation of the bestselling fable, The Energy Bus, author Jon Gordon shows children how to overcome negativity, bullies and everyday
challenges to be their best. The Energy Bus For Kids is a story that will teach kids how to find their inner motivation and pass on that positive
energy to others. The Energy Bus For Kids presents five rules for the "Ride of Your Life" Teaches kids how to fuel your ride with positive
energy Shares with kids how to love the people you share your journey with and how to enjoy the ride Positive kids become positive adults.
So get kids on the Energy Bus and infuse their lives with a newfound vision, attitude, and positivity.
Follows a typical day and route in a bus driver's life, inviting readers to practice counting from one to ten as the driver picks up passengers
with different occupations and eventually drops them off at their destinations.
Yellow Bus arrives at school to take the class and Mr Hodges to the city carnival. From Bus's big windows the children get a great view of the
parade! When carnival king's float breaks down will Bus be able to help? It's time to get busy with machines that race, vroom and zoom! This
vibrant series is designed to excite playful pre-schoolers. Each story features a popular vehicle as the central character, and involves a group
of animal characters in a supporting role. A detailed spread on different parts of the vehicle will help children to understand what makes up
the machines and help familiarise them with vehicle vocabulary and noises.
This is an enhanced ebook with a read-along function. Kioko had been watching the matatus come and go for as long as he could remember.
But today, for his fifth birthday, he climbs aboard one with his grandfather. As the matatu pulls away from the market, the village dogs chase
after them. When Kioko asks his grandfather why the dogs always bark and chase after matatus, his grandfather tells him an entertaining tale
about a dog, a goat and a sheep. Set in East Africa, The Matatu is a colorful story filled with many unexpected turns and twists along the way.
"This photo-illustrated book for early readers explains the things on a school bus that help keep students safe as they travel to and from
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school"-A perfect picture book to share with children starting school or those riding the school bus for the first time. It’s the first day of school for
Tess, and it’s also her very first ride on a school bus. Waiting at the bus stop with her older friend Gus, Tess eagerly asks, “Is this the bus for
us, Gus?” as each vehicle passes by. Award-winning author and illustrator Suzanne Bloom introduces young readers to a diverse cast of
characters and a variety of vehicles in this charming book that makes a great gift for any child about to start school.
Originally published: New York: Wonder Books, 1950.
Climb on board the 123 bus! One bus plus one bus driver plus ten bus riders and lots of bus stops equals a busy day of driving, riding, flying,
and sailing for everyone—especially you!
Introduces readers to Peter and how he rides the bus to and from school. Discusses bus safety on and off the bus.Additional features to aid
comprehension include vivid photographs, Common Core questions and activities, a phonetic glossary, and sources for further research.
Follow a stray cat as she braves the snowy city streets to find a home in this nearly-wordless picture book. A calico cat with curious eyes
cautiously approaches a grocery store. . . . only to be shooed away by the owner with a broom. She keeps wandering, and tries to climb on a
city bus-- but the driver tells her to SCRAM! Disheartened, the cat huddles down as snow begins to fall-- until another bus pulls up, and the
driver welcomes her aboard. And when an old man sits down beside her, the cat makes a friend for life-- and finally finds the home she’s
been searching for. A purr-fect pick for cat lovers, this heartwarming picture book features a simple text, heavy with onomatopoeia, and
striking, bold illustrations that carry the story, depicting the charming cat’s range of emotions. See how a simple act of kindness can change
lives forever. Young readers will empathize with the strong emotional content—hunger, loneliness, and rejection, giving way to contentment
and joy—and delight in the expressive illustrations.
Molly is worried about riding the school bus on her first day of kindergarten, but a friendly older girl named Ruby helps her adjust.
A fun and playful back-to-school twist on the popular nursery rhyme “The Itsy Bitsy Spider”! The itsy bitsy school bus was ready for the day.
Backpack was full with lunch and books, hooray! Dropped off at school, it was time to learn and play, The teacher said, “Hello, nice to meet
you all today.” The itsy bitsy school bus is ready for the first day of school! Whether it’s a first day to Pre-K or back-to-school, little ones are
sure to love this classroom twist on the classic nursery rhyme “The Itsy Bitsy Spider”!
Cats.
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